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A Greater Hope

Hope College w Holland, Michigan

The secret life of art

A close-up on visual art students as
Hope breaks ground on Jack H. Miller Center for Musical Arts Student Juried Show quickly approaches
Campus News Co-Editor

Photo Courtesy of Hope PR

THE FUTURE IN A PHOTO— A computer-generated design plan for the Miller music building, scheduled for completion in 2015.
Claire Johnson
Campus News Co-Editor

The
groundbreaking
of
the Jack. H. Miller Center for
Musical Arts is set to take place
Wednesday, Oct. 23, at 4 p.m.
The new music building,
which is being built to replace
the existing Nykerk Hall, is a
component of Hope College’s
building campaign “A Greater
Hope” which is now nearing
completion
after
being
introduced in 2011.
The $175 million campaign,
which has been the single
largest fundraising effort in
Hope College history, has
included several new buildings
and renovations throughout
campus including the Haworth
Engineering
Center,
the
Kruizenga Art Museum, the
Bultman Student Center, the
Jack. H. Miller Center for
Musical Arts and various sports
complexes around campus.
The Jack H. Miller Center for
Musical Arts is a much-needed
addition to Hope’s campus.
Nykerk Hall was built in 1956
when Hope enrollment was just
1,100 students. With Hope’s
trend of record enrollment
for the last few years (topping
3,300 students this fall), the

They are the late-night shutins of our student body. They
jive to their own groove and
let the expression of their souls
decorate their well-loved studio
jeans. They are the teeth gnawing
at the end of paintbrushes,
the slippery fingers gingerly
molding beauty out of clay, the
grass-stained elbows in seek of
that perfect angle: They are the
art students of Hope College.
With rigid schedules and
unparalleled
self-discipline,
visual arts majors occupy a
unique niche in the student
body. Their lives are mysterious
to those students who regularly
crank out papers and algebraic
problems in Van Wylen Library.
For art students, academics
merge with passion in a labor
of love. The creaking walls of
DePree can attest to the caffeineinfused hours that students
have spent in the early morning
perfecting their pieces. The
pursuit of a degree and eventual
career in art is a particularly
rigorous path to travel.
One interesting feature of
the art student’s collegiate life
is what is known as a Junior
Review. It is a high-stakes showand-tell session for juniors who
have declared their majors in
visual art. Each student is given
space in the gallery to set up a
table displaying either his or her
best work or pieces that fit well
into his or her philosophy of art.

“

For a decent drawing,
I might work on it for
20 hours, probably
more. You lose track.

“

Jake Buikema

—Amanda Bennick (’15)

Full-time faculty then peruse
the gallery before eventually
holding a 15-minute critique
with each individual student
to discuss his or her strengths
and weaknesses as well as to
chat about his or her progress
in the art program. These
critiques can be incredibly
stressful for students who
pour their creativity, talent and
concentration into every piece.
It is not only a built-in academic
check-up, but a formal judgment
of an aspiring artist’s talent,
vision and potential.
“For a decent drawing, I might
work on it for 20 hours, probably
more,” Amanda Bennick (’15),
a junior in the art education
program, said. “You lose track.”
Bennicks’s strongest suit is
drawing with graphite pencil
or charcoal on paper, but her
various art classes this semester
continue to expand her artistic
arsenal of skills. This semester
she finds herself wrist deep
in ceramics, among other
mediums.
“I actually spend more
time messing up than doing
see

SHOW, page 2
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THE SOUND OF EXPANSION— The new performance hall

will be able to house a staggering 800 guests, a huge improvement from capabilities of previous facilities.
demand for a larger space
has been imminent. The new
building is set to be constructed
on Columbia Avenue between
Ninth and 10th streets.
Spanning over 64,000 square
feet, the Jack H. Miller Center
for Musical Arts will provide
superior space for instruction
and performance for Hope
students, faculty and community
members alike. The most drastic
addition, an 800-seat concert
hall, will be unlike anything the

Hope community has had access
to before. There will also be a
smaller concert hall, individual
practice rooms, faculty offices,
a
recording
studio,
two
classrooms, a computer lab, a
percussion studio and rehearsal
space for Hope’s many musical
ensembles.
The reaction to the proposed
new center for the musical
arts has been overwhelmingly
see

MUSIC, page 2
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THE HOME OF CREATIVITY— The DePree Art Center is a
unique, classic campus building that many students recognize
but a select few are familiar with.
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This Week at Hope
Wednesday
Oct. 23
Address on Future of Christian
Liberal Arts Colleges

October 23, 2013

Visual arts students deck the walls of DePree

Winants Auditorium, 3 p.m.

Jack H. Miller Center for
Musical Arts groundbreaking
ceremony
Columbia Avenue, 4 p.m.

Act on Racism performance
DeWitt Theater, 7 p.m.

Thursday
Oct. 24
VWS Presents: Domingo
Martinez
Q&A: Fried-Hemenway Auditorium,
3:30 p.m.
Reading: Winants Auditorium, 7 p.m.

Friday
Oct. 25
SAC Presents: Impressionist
Melissa Villasenor
Maas Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.

Friday-Saturday
Oct. 25-26
H2 Dance Company performance
Knickerbocker Theatre, 8 p.m.

Wednesday
Oct. 30
CDC Presents: Career Night
Phelps Dining Hall, 4:45 p.m.

In Brief
FUTURE OF WORLD
CHRISTIANITY
On Wednesday, Oct. 23, Hope
College has the honor of hosting
Dr. Mark Noll of the University
of Notre Dame as he presents his
views on the future of Christianity
in the United States and Canada.
Noll, who is the author of 25
books (his most well-known being
“The Scandal of the Evangelical
Mind,” a novel about antiintellectual tendencies within the
Evangelical Church) is speaking
in chapel on Wednesday before
presenting his address “The
Future of World Christianity” in
Winants Auditorium at 3 p.m.
Noll was named one of the
25 most influential Evangelicals
in America by “Time Magazine”
in 2005 and was awarded
the
National
Endowment
for the Humanities medal
by George W. Bush in 2006.

CDC CAREER NIGHT
On Wednesday, Oct. 30, the
Career Development Center
is hosting its annual Career
Night in Phelps Dining Hall.
The CDC will be facilitating
a Family Feud -style game
show throughout the scheduled
dinner time in Phelps. CDC
representatives will be asking
questions
regarding
job
interviews, resumes, cover letters,
study abroad, internships and
other random Hope College facts.
Prizes will be awarded for the
winners, including various prizes
from City Vu, New Holland
Brewing Company, Starbucks,
Lemonjellos and other local
vendors.
Anyone
attending
dinner in Phelps can stop by, win
incredible prizes and learn more
about the services provided by the
CDC. Dinner starts at 4:45 p.m.

Photos by Jake Buikema

AN INSIDE LOOK— Student art abounds within the depths of DePree Art Center and Gallery. At left, students leave partially
completed work in the sculpture studio. At right, student work is highlighted in the DePree Art Gallery.

w SHOW, from page 1
anything successful,” Bennick
said, yet some of the best
creations in art are what might be
considered happy accidents.
The finale of the semester
for Hope’s visual arts program
is marked by the Student Juried
Show. Each year, the Department
of Art and Art History invites

New building
facilitates
relationship
with Holland
community
w MUSIC, from page 1
positive. With Hope’s artistic
performances typically spread
across several venues—including
Dimnent Memorial Chapel,
the Knickerbocker Theatre,
the Holland Civic Center and
Wichers Auditorium—having a
space solely dedicated to student
performance will be a relief for
many involved in the arts and
for their patrons.
The musical center will be
joining a row of old and new
facilities quickly becoming
known as the arts corridor that
includes the Dow Center, which
houses the dance department;
the Dewitt Center, home of
the department of theater; the
DePree Art Center and Gallery;
and the Martha Miller Center
for Global Communication.
The public is invited to the
groundbreaking
ceremony,
which will include attendees
such as John C. Knapp, president
of Hope, and James E. Bultman,
immediate past-president of
Hope.
Following the ceremony there
will be a reception with jazz
music and dessert. Admission
to this unique event is free
and open to all of the Holland
community.

a recognized artist or curator
to judge the work of current
art students. It is important
for students to receive critical
feedback from voices outside of
the college. Participation in this
program-wide competition is
highly encouraged, especially for
upperclassmen. It is one of the
major events in the life of a visual
arts student, and an incredible

opportunity for peers to come in
and check out all of the fantastic
work that is being done by their
talented classmates.
This year’s Student Juried
Show exhibition is scheduled
to begin Friday, Nov. 1, with
an opening reception from 5-6
p.m. in the DePree Art Gallery.
The exhibition will be displayed
until Dec. 8, so there is plenty of

opportunity for the public to stop
by and take in the thousands of
hours of work proudly displayed
by Hope’s aspiring artists. Treat
yourself and visit this exhibit.
Take the time to experience the
story behind all of those paintand-clay-splattered jeans.
You’ll be surprised by the
talent and passion housed within
the deep recesses of DePree.

October 23, 2013
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Deal reached and the shutdown ends
Timothy Cook
Guest Writer

Politicians, civil servants and
ordinary citizens are breathing a sigh of relief as the House
of Representatives passed a bill
that will raise the debt ceiling
and refund the federal government. The timing of the bill
could not have been better as
the U.S. Treasury had warned
that without a debt ceiling raise
the U.S. would run out of money
in less than a day, triggering a
default on the national debt.
The deal came after numerous attempts by President Barack Obama and John
Boehner to broker a high-level
deal that would have the support of senior leaders in both
parties. In the end it was in the
Senate where Democratic Majority Leader Harry Reid and
Republican Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell came forward
and agreed to the increased debt
ceiling. Speaker Boehner then
promised to have the agreement
passed by Wednesday evening.
In reference to proposed delays
to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (often known
as Obamacare) a main reason
for the inability to form a cohesive budget, Boehner admits,
“We didn’t win.”
There have been several

shutdowns of the federal government through its recent history though the current division
between the Democratic-controlled Senate and the Republican-controlled House caused
unprecedented deadlock along
party lines. Compared to the
1995 shutdown, this recent shutdown for 16 days may not have
broken any records, but its impact was particularly sensitive.
Standard and Poor, a financial
rating agency, estimates that the
government shutdown stunted
the growth of the U.S. economy
by $24 billion.
Though the inability of the
government to fund itself is
called a “shutdown,” the term
is misleading. Most of the employees of the state and defense
departments remained on full
pay throughout the shutdown
as well as numerous other “excepted” positions. The federal
postal service, one of the most
visible arms of the government,
is self-funded and continued to
function.
Most importantly for the
Obama administration, any institutions whose purpose is to
collect money for the government continued work unabated.
This included the administrators of the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care website,
which was launched on Oct. 1.

P ERSPECTIVES

Photo Courtesy of Associated Press

DOWN WITH SHUTDOWN—President Barack Obama speaks in the White House on Thursday, Oct. 17 after lawmakers voted on Wednesday to avoid a financial default and reopen the
government after a 16-day partial shutdown.
Ironically, the process of allowing people to register for Obamacare has been fraught with
technical difficulties that went
largely unnoticed as most media
outlets focused their attention
on the shutdown.
The Tea Party’s role in shaping the Republican policy during
the shutdown has caused widespread criticism both inside and
outside the Republican party. An
Oct. 13 Pew Research poll shows
that nearly half (49 percent) of
Americans now have an unfavorable opinion of the Tea Party

compared to 30 percent who do
have a favorable opinion. In addition to the Tea Party, Congress
itself has not been spared the
brunt of popular dissatisfaction.
At one point during the shutdown, the Associated Press poll
reported that Congress had an
approval rating of 5 percent.
As partisan deadlock continues to divide the Senate and
the House of Representatives
into opposing camps, it is likely
that the conditions that caused
this shutdown will continue to
plague American decision mak-

ing well into the foreseeable
future. Though the debt ceiling
was raised as part of “extraordinary measures” included in the
shutdown agreement, how it
was raised is unclear. Instead of
raising the borrowing limit by a
certain number, Congress chose
to permit the Treasury to continue borrowing through Feb. 7.
Given the government’s typical borrowing rate this means
another $400-500 billion will be
added to the debt as the debate
resumes over the fiscal future of
the U.S.

Comparison of governmental shutdowns
A shutdown taking
place halfway across
the world is not the
same as the one
happening at our
doorsteps
Shubham Sapkota
World Co-Editor

When an average American hears about governmental
shutdown, they will think about
the few times the United States
government was closed. While
most Americans are certain to
remember the recent shutdown,
they will not be able to recall the
previous shutdowns that took
place during 1995 and 1996.
However, if you ask me, an international student from Nepal,
about governmental shutdown,
I can say that the recent shutdown in the United States was
roughly one of the hundreds
of shutdowns I have witnessed
throughout my lifetime.
Perhaps the sound of hundreds of governmental shutdowns seems outrageous, but in
a small developing country like
Nepal, governmental shutdown
is a norm children grow up with.
Also known as bandh, literally
translating to “shut,” governmental strikes and shutdowns
occur almost 40-50 times a year.
For the current generation
of college and high school stu-

dents, these bandhs are events
that we have to blend into our
schedule as the magnitude of
shutdown in Nepal is comparatively worse than what I witnessed during the two weeks of
shutdown in the U.S.
For me, when I hear the term
governmental shutdown, it
means a complete shutdown. Everything that happens on a daily
basis is simply stopped. Transportation does not work, and if
someone wants to get from one
place to another, walking is the
best and safest way; if someone
gets the courage to drive their
car during one of these shutdowns, they can expect their car
to be stoned and damaged by the
end of the day.
None of the shops or supermarkets stay open as they did
in the U.S. Commercial activities and any other businesses
that are open on a normal day
are also completely bolted. The
continuous repetitions of these
bandhs have reached such a
point that stores have agreed
with parties responsible for the
government shutdown to allow
them to open their business for
one to two hours so that people
can get necessary supplies for
their households.
Similarly, offices require few
of their workers to walk all the
way across town just to finish
the small amounts of work that
may build up during a slow day

in the office. The ironic part is
that the employers are perfectly
fine with their workers coming
in several hours late.
Even though it might sound
strange, governmental shutdown is something students
look forward to in Nepal. Unlike
here in the States where schools
and colleges were running, in
Nepal, all forms of educational
institutions are closed. Considering that there is no means of
transportation to get students to
school, it is basically a holiday
for all the students. There have

also been times that professors
have totally different academic
plans for days when there are
government shutdowns. Trust
me, having a bandh on a Friday
or a Monday meant a relaxing
long weekend for students not
wanting to go to classes.
So after reading all this, you
can probably see why I appreciated the manner in which the
government shutdown in the
U.S. took place. I knew for a fact
that it was not the best situation
for Congress and the two political parties, but seeing how it did

not affect normal daily activities
for a lot of people made me ponder how the same scenario back
home could always be worse.

If you want to know
more about these governmental shutdowns,
check out www.nepalbandh.com. This site
provides a calendar
filled with upcoming
strikes and the reasons
behind them.

Photo Courtesy of ekantipur.com

LITERAL SHUTDOWN— A normal governmental shutdown would look something like this in

Nepal. With the streets closed, protesters are free to burn tires to show their frustration while
the armed cops stand in the background.
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California tackles immigration reform

A series of laws passed in California grants illegal immigrants new rights while federal reform languishes
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
Guest Writer

With the debate stalling in
the U.S. Congress, it would appear that other states have taken
matters into their own hands.
In particular, the state of California has been known for its

relaxed attitude with regards to
illegal immigration enforcement
with many of its cities acting
as places of sanctuary for those
seeking to avoid deportation by
federal authorities. Now, things
have moved further to the extreme with the signing of eight
bills by Governor Jerry Brown,

which would give unprecedented rights to many of the state’s
estimated 3 million illegal immigrants.
One of these new rights expanded to the undocumented
immigrants is a state-issued
license to drive. The new drivers’ licenses would distinguish

Photo Courtesy of Associated Press

LET’S GET NEW BILLS IN— Californian governor Jerry Brown is the longest serving governor of the state. The bills he signed will significantly reform immigration rights in California.

between those who are legal and
those who are not with a mark of
some kind, although the Californian Department of Motor Vehicles has not decided upon that
(symbolic) identifier yet.
These pseudo licenses would
not be used as identifications as
set forth by the federal government, and it is not clear whether
other states will accept such
pieces of documentation if they
hold no legal validity outside of
the state of California. Advocates say that allowing for illegal
immigrants to come forth from
the shadows and legally obtain
permits for vehicles will cut
down on driving fatalities. Others are convinced that it is a ploy
to allow them to vote in state
and nationwide elections.
Along with licenses, new laws
pertaining to police enforcement
will allow local law enforcement
and municipalities to ignore
federal ICE agents’ requests
to detain illegal immigrants. It
prevents those without serious
criminal records from being detained or deported and fosters
an evermore uncooperative relationship between California and
federal immigration authorities.
The belief behind this bill is that
cash-strapped cities will focus
on the worst of criminals over
those who have not violated any

laws since entering the country
illegally and further extending
the sanctuary city policy that
has governed much of the state’s
urban centers.
The biggest surprise came
from the California Supreme
Court’s ruling in favor of granting illegal immigrants the ability to practice law in the state
if they pass the Bar Exam. This
would essentially turn California into the first state with illegal immigrants obtaining and
practicing law without any legal
status whatsoever. This is truly
a new experiment in the era of
immigration reform, with many
seeing this decision as granting
amnesty without even providing
a citizenship path for these individuals. There is sure to be lawsuits against this decision and at
the federal level these licenses
will not be recognized, leaving
these undocumented lawyers in
a so-called limbo.
Until immigration is addressed on a national level,
there is a significant chance that
other states will follow California’s lead and implement their
own immigration reforms. Such
state-by-state reforms have the
potential to further complicate
the immigration debate when it
is finally addressed on a national
level.

Fires sweep through Australian state
New South Wales
is experiencing a
rash of devastating
fires displacing
people and
animals alike

Brianna Cherry
Guest Writer

Things began heating up in
New South Wales, Australia,
which is the country’s most
populous state. On Oct. 16, 68
bush fires blazed through the
area, wiping out over 74,000
acres along the way. The fires
are believed to have begun near
Lithgow, and have since been
migrating to areas northwest
and southwest of Sydney.

The region is home to the
Blue Mountains, which contain several national parks and
a conservation reserve. Of the
fires sweeping through the land,
22 have been considered “uncontrollable.” Over 200 homes
have been severely damaged
or reduced to ash completely
over the course of several days.
There has been one tragedy and
five hospitalizations surrounding the events. As of Saturday,
the New South Wales Rural Fire
Service reported the fire perimeter to be 310 miles long and rising. The fire is so large that its
smoke has shut down the Newcastle Airport.
It is suspected that the origin
of the fires was an Australian
military base. Many are saying it
is not a coincidence that a training exercise regarding explosives

Photo Courtesy of Associated Press

DIGGING— Firefighters work on putting in containment lines to help control a wildfire near
the township of Bell, Australia, on Monday, Oct. 21.

took place on the same day the
fires broke out.
The Australian Defense released a statement, saying “Defense is investigating if the two
events are linked. Our thoughts
are with those who have lost
property or whose property is
threatened by these devastating
fires.”
Meanwhile, arson investigators are on the scene, attempting to locate the epicenter of
the blaze. Firefighters have been
working hard to extinguish the
ever-spreading fires, but high
temperatures and high winds
are making the battle nearly im-

possible as of now.
“Firefighters will be working
on these fires for weeks. It’s all
about reducing the risk of these
fires to breach containment
lines and run under hotter, drier,
windier condition over coming
days,” Rural Fire Service Commissioner Shane Fitzsimmons
said.
Although bush fires are a
somewhat common occurrence
in Australia, the dry winter provided perfect weather conditions for this event. Hopefully
some essential rain will provide
the firefighters with some much
needed relief.

October 23, 2013
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‘Grand Theft Auto V’: going out with a bang
Jimmy Champane
Arts Co-Editor

through the story in “Grand
Theft Auto V” that even when
the game was complete, the
surface of what it had to offer
had barely been scratched.
Despite being great in almost
every
department, “Grand
Theft Auto V” is not without
its problems. Towards the end
of the story, both Trevor and
Michael have strong reasons to
seek revenge, but Franklin is left
struggling to think of someone
who has wronged him. This part
of the game was Rockstar all
but admitting that they ran out
of time or ran out of ideas for
Franklin’s story.
Classic “Grand Theft Auto”
weirdness also makes a return.
You can drive through lampposts
all you want, but trees will send
you off the road. All in all these
are minor gripes that luckily do
not take away from the game as
a whole.
As a sum of its parts,
“Grand Theft Auto V” is a joy
to play from start to finish. The
experience that Rockstar Games
has created with “Grand Theft
Auto V” is much farther ahead
than many of the games released
this generation.
It could bring the upcoming
generation of gaming closer to
earth. If there is one game you
buy this fall, it should be “Grand
Theft Auto V.”

The biggest challenge that
Rockstar Games effortlessly
tackles in “Grand Theft Auto
V” is the three characters you’ll
play as throughout its 30-hour
campaign, named Michael,
Trevor and Franklin. Seeing that
“Grand Theft Auto V” is such a
long game, Rockstar has given
itself ample time to flesh out
all three of its wildly different
characters.
While at first it was pretty
clear that Michael was the
centerpiece of the story, it was a
pretty tough call to make by the
end.
The
three
characters’
distinctly unique personalities
helped to push their individual
stories forward. The pieces
of the map where they are all
introduced also help to keep the
intricacies of who they are from
bleeding over and confusing the
player since the main arc is so
long.
Franklin comes from the
hood and wants to get out, a
conquest that his friend Lamar
gives him motivation for daily.
Trevor purposely secludes
himself in the middle of the
desert to run his meth business
away from honest police and
people who are concerned with

BACK IN THE GAME— Playing as Michael in “Grand Theft Auto V” is a true joy. As the story

Brady Van Malsen

These three albums will put a hop in your step on the way to class this autumn.

Photo Courtesy of Rockstar Games

progresses, his mind unravels and his sanity starts to slip. Bank robbing is tough on the mind.
such practices. He is essentially
an outlet for Rockstar to let
loose and take off all restraints
on how offensive they may be.
Michael is, as he puts it, “rich
and miserable,” living out day
after each boring day in his life of
retirement from bank robbing.
Trevor and Michael, for
better or worse, are coming
unhinged as they age, and the
much younger Franklin is the
glue that holds them together.
What really holds the game
together is the expert writing

and voice acting. Every time
the cliffs of boredom come
closer, Trevor imitates Michael’s
mobster accent, or Franklin
reveals more about his reasons
for wanting to leave the gangster
life, or Michael drops a line from
some of the great heist movies of
the 1980s.
Whereas previous Rockstar
games like “Grand Theft Auto
IV” or “Red Dead Redemption”
started to lose the player as
the end was about to wrap up,
“Grand Theft Auto V” keeps

the player hooked from start to
finish.
Then there’s the in-game
stock market. While the LCN
market is only manipulated by
in-game events, the BAWSAQ
market is directly influenced by
players online.
The two markets both
provide ways to make some good
money over time, especially
when Franklin starts working
as Lester’s personal assassin
later in the game. There’s just so
much you can do besides playing

Fall jams better than pumpkin spice
Arts Co-Editor

Arctic Monkeys -- “AM”
There is something for everyone when it comes to the Arctic Monkeys. This long-time favorite, English band is
known for its unique meshing of multiple genres, including indie rock, garage rock, psychedelic and neo-punk.
Drawing upon influences like The Strokes, the Clash and Franz Ferdinand, the Arctic Monkeys have redefined
British rock for a new generation. “AM” marks their fifth studio album and shows that they haven’t slowed down
one bit since forming in 2002.
Photo Courtesy of wikipedia.com

CHVRCHES -- “The Bones of What You Believe”
Yes, that’s “churches” with a ‘v.’ This electro-pop trio skyrocketed to popularity after catching Internet attention
and touring with Passion Pit in the U.K. in 2012. The recent release of “Bones” has solidified their captivation of
British and North American audiences. The world will be watching their progress with much anticipation. Influences: Kate Bush, Depeche Mode, Prince.
Photo Courtesy of pitchfork.com

Vampire Weekend -- “Modern Vampires of the City”
Indie pop band Vampire Weekend recently released their third studio album entitled “Vampires of the Modern City” this past May. The band is praised for its unique sound that incorporates preppy, indie rock with
joyful melodies inspired by their shared love of Afro-pop. With this new album, the band has really matured
into the image it set up for itself. Give them a good listen.
Photo Courtesy of vampireweekend.com
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Ask and you May be advised

There’s always a silver
lining

How to overcome “post-break” blues

Lauren May
Columnist

Returning from Fall Break,
many of you may have noticed
the leaves on the trees have
changed from various greens
to beautiful shades of red and
orange. Some of you may also
have realized though, that like
the trees, your mood after Fall
Break has changed its color too.
While it may not be the case for
everyone, it is likely that some
students have returned from
break feeling a little blue.
Returning to campus after
Fall Break, or really any visit
home, is not always easy. Many
students feel sad when the break
is over because it means they
have to leave many great things
behind. No more family, homecooked meals or sleeping in.
Instead, students are back to
the food from Phelps, getting
up at 8 a.m. and dealing
with tough professors. If you

consider yourself to be one of
those people who is suffereing
from the post-break blues, don’t
worry. I have some things for
you to think about and do that
might help lift your mood.
First off, when you come back
from any break, try not to dwell
on what you left behind. Instead,
focus on all the great things you
have returned to. For instance,
while you may be sad that you
had to leave your family at
home, realize that coming back
to Hope means you get to be
reunited with all your wonderful
friends.
Also, just remember, coming
back to campus after break,
means coming back to freedom.
You may have been hounded to
clean the dishes and do work
at home, but now that you’re
back here, you don’t have to
worry about any of that. If you
focus on things like this, things
that you’re excited to return to,
and not on the things you miss,
coming back from break will be
a lot easier.
Another thing you can do
to help, is make sure you keep
yourself busy when you return.
To be honest, this probably
won’t be very hard, since most
of us get a ton of work from

classes anyway, but if you really
don’t have much to do when
you return, find something. Go
to a sporting event, volunteer
somewhere, join a club,
anything. Even finding a good
book to read will help. It doesn’t
matter what you do, just make
sure you are doing something.
You’ll soon realize that having
a lot to do will easily keep your
mind off the things you miss
and will direct your attention
elsewhere.
If after all this, you’re still
feeling sad and don’t know what
to do, just look ahead. If you’re
dreading having to come back
to school and can’t seem to get
home off your mind, realize that
there are really only a couple
more weeks until Thanksgiving
Break. Before you know it, the
semester will be over and you’ll
be back at home for Christmas
Break in no time.
We’re pretty much in the
home stretch now, so don’t
worry. Time is going to fly by.
Need some good advice?
Send your questions, worries or
wonderings to anchor@hope.
edu and you just might be the
inspiration for Lauren’s next
column.

Desert Storm

The shutdown ends: now what?
Andrew-Gomez Seoane
Columnist

This week many people in
Washington, as well as across
the country were claiming
victory as the government
shutdown came to an end. Both
sides of the political spectrum
were claiming a major victory
for the partisan deal that
would extend the debt ceiling
until February and continue
funding the government until
the beginning of next year.
However, while a commission
has been designated to
resolve the spending issue
in Washington, there is little
hope that both sides will be
able to reach a deal to cut the
size of the federal debt in a
significant way. Others claim
that this quick fix is nothing
but a continuation of the same
spending habits that have led
us to this point in our nation’s
history.

It seems that on the issue of
bipartisanship, the American
people would like their elected
representatives to cooperate with
each other and stop wasting the
taxpayers’ money on ridiculous
government pet projects. Those
concerns however, fall on deaf
ears and the country’s future
will continue to be in doubt as
we head into uncharted waters.
The
Washington
establishment does not seek to
act on the promises that they
made their constituents. They
only want what any power
hungry individual strives for—
political power for as long as
they are able to run for election.
Having “public servants”
with this mentality is neither
good for the nation nor will
it lead to any solutions to the
problems at hand. The battles
that lie ahead are numerous

but we must remember that
our representatives work for us
and if that ceases to be the case,
then it is our civic duty to vote
them out and replace them with
those who will heed our calls.
Ultimately, where the House
and Senate take this fight from
here is anyone’s guess, but many
on both sides are predicting
a similar showdown once the
debt ceiling limit is reached
again. The fact remains that
government
spending
has
continued to increase beyond
the revenue that is normally
generated. Democrats in the
Senate have failed to pass a
budget in over four years with
the House consistently having
every proposal shot down.
It seems that the polarization
of the two political parties
has led to a halt in the proper
function of the government and

What’s in a name?
Jaclyn Brett
Columnist

The other day, someone
asked me if it was alright if they
called me Brett. “Why wouldn’t
it be?” I asked. “You don’t think
it’s weird if I call you by a dude’s
name?”
I didn’t.
Calling me Brett, in my
eyes, isn’t calling me a dude.
It’s calling me the name of my
family, acknowledging that I am
part of a larger unit.
Hazel Grace Lancaster of
The Fault In Our Stars liked the
name Augustus Waters because
it gave her choices. Augustus or
Gus: two names, built in! (He
decided that she could have two
names too, calling her Hazel
Grace.)
Names are interesting. What
you choose to call someone,
or something, is intensely
personal. And while a name
might have an official meaning,
whether it’s “child of God” or
“mighty warrior” that’s not the
part that interests me. It’s the
ways in which others take a
given name and change it.
In my case, I’ve been
mistaken as Jocelyn, Jace-lin
and Jacqueline. The spelling of
“Jaclyn” has been mixed with
all manner of Qs, Us, Ks, Es
and Is. As a child, my mom
called me Jay-bird or Jay-lyn.
Many people call me Jaci,
and a few of my close friends
have stuck me with Jac. (I was
introduced to Mrs. Knapp as
such, and so Jac I shall remain,

each side is betting on winning
more seats in the next election
cycle to further their control of
power.
The harsh reality behind this
is that one political philosophy
is toxic to the nation’s well-being
and the other merely seeks to
drive the country toward the
right path set by our founding
fathers.
It is estimated that our debt
will hit close to $20 trillion by
2016 and if we continue our
squabbles, as a country we
will surely end up on the same
track that our neighbors, the
Greeks have already finished.
At that point no amount of
belly aching or whining will

in her eyes at least.) A close
friend from high school added
my middle name: Jaclyn Janea.
So Brett is one of many.
My roommate understands
the importance of this. Names
mean something special to her.
Her gift of a nickname shows
that you are close to her, and,
to my great happiness, I’ve been
Jac to her for over a year.
The meaning of my name
is pretty boring. It’s the female
form of Jacob; biblically, it
means someone who grasps
at a heel. While I’m sure being
a female heel grasper has
its merits, I didn’t really do
anything to get that title. You’re
given a name when you get
here; it comes free with being
alive.
But when someone takes
what I’ve been stamped with
and makes it special, when an
arrangement of letters gets
redone or remade, it means I
am known by the person who
has named me. I like being
known.
The Fault in Our Stars by John
Green is a beautifuly romantic,
yet heart wrenching story and
Jaclyn suggests that all hopeless
romantics of Hope College find
this book immediately and start
reading. You will not regret
your decision.

stop the plunge of the U.S.
dollar into irrelevancy and
our near insolvent nation will
find it harder to pay its bills
while it’s forced to slash all
entitlement programs. Thus,
the only solution in sight is for
Americans to finally wake up
and decide what country they
wish to live in for rest of their
lives. Are we to be prosperous
and live within our means, or
continue down a darker future,
where misery and the end of
our way of life become just the
facts of life?

Andrew has only one more
column or article to write until
he is a staff writer. Congrats!
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Letters from Nana and Gramps

We’re all just like ‘The Sims’: a story of fire and pillow pets
Claire Call

Co-Editor-in-Chief

Downstairs, we arrived in
the kitchen where our other two
roommates, Lauren and Tara,
were standing near (but not too
near) our stove, which was on
fire. Neither of them knew how
to use the fire extinguisher –
something which in retrospect
I realize was my own fault since
I neglected to pass on all the
fire safety rules I learned in RA
training.
The flames were only maybe
four inches high, but it didn’t
matter. Our house was on fire.
That’s how it felt. I threw Dino
aside, took the fire extinguisher
with shaking hands, struggled to
pull the pin out (because of the
whole shaky hands thing) and
put out our little fire.
None of us really knew what
to do next. We were still in panic
mode. The fire alarm never went

Anchors Away

“

“

“

“

She never looked nice. She
looked like art, and art wasn’t
supposed to look nice; it was
supposed to make you feel
something.
—Anonymous

•

men”, is too demeaning; try
“first years” instead.
Finally, we don’t live in
“dorms” we live in “residence halls” because apparently dorms are “just for
sleeping.”

The preceding examples
demonstrate in a sharp relief
how PR doublespeak has
invaded
Hope’s
campus.
Although Hope’s use of such
language is obviously not out of
malice, it is still demeaning to its
students. I suppose what really
peeves me about the use of
such language is that obviously
these administrators think that
the average Hope student is not

I live in a world of
fantasy, so keep your
reality away from me.
I see what I want. I
want what I see and
that is all okay by me.
— Itzah C. Kret
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by an RA that is guaranteed
to make any residential life
administrator cringe: “Did you
see me have to write up those
freshmen last night? They had
girls in their dorm way past
quiet hours.”
What’s wrong with this
statement you might ask? It
seems to be a clear and concise
account of the RA’s previous
evening. Believe it or not, this
sentence has used three words
that Hope RAs are “forbidden”
from uttering:
• First, an RA is never supposed to tell someone they
are going to be “written up”,
instead they must “document the situation.”
• Second,
“fresh-

Quotes of Illumination
What is done in love is done
well.
—Vincent van Gogh

there’s a fire, then as soon as it’s
out, go about doing the tasks
you had lined up for them before
anything happened. That was
exactly what we did (minus the
arm waving). We panicked for
a moment, put out the fire, and
then cleaned the house and took
out the trash – pretty normal,
right?
Personally, I think it’s really
weird that that’s what we did,
but I also don’t know any other
way we could have acted which just goes to show, we’re
not all that different from “The
Sims” after all.
Claire is very useful to have
around during a fire. She will
be there, Dino pillow pet in
hand, ready to extinguish any
flame less than four inches high.
Maybe five.

Alex Belica

and completely eliminating
all descriptive language for
undesired behavior.
Anyone who has ever tried to
buy a used car or listened to a
long-winded political speech has
likely experienced doublespeak.
If you haven’t figured it out
already, that pre-owned (used)
car you bought last summer
with genuine synthetic leather
(vinyl) seats and a classic engine
(poor gas mileage) was not as
good of a deal as it seemed to
be at the time. As this example
demonstrates,
doublespeak
is often easily detectable and
leaves the hearer feeling slightly
insulted.
Consider
the
following
hypothetical statement spoken

Editor’s Choice

doors wide open, the trash
taken out to the curb since it
was Sunday night (or, rather,
early Monday morning). Two
Campus Safety officers got
there, wrote down some notes
for their report, gave us a new
extinguisher and told us how
to clean up the powder that
was now covering our stove,
countertop and floor.
It wasn’t until we came out
of panic mode, however, that
we began to realize all the little
idiosyncrasies of our panicked
behavior – like me grabbing
my dino pillow pet rather than
anything
important.
New
iPhone? No. Computer? No. Just
Dino.
It was then that Tara pointed
out how much we acted like
“The Sims,” who just stand
there and wave their arms when

World Co-Editor

Hope College doublespeak
What do Hope College
Administrators and used car
salesmen have in common?
Hint: It’s not just that we write
big checks to both of them. It’s
that they both try to modify
our perception of reality
through a technique known
as doublespeak: language that
deliberately disguises, distorts
or reverses the meaning of
words.
The term “doublespeak”
traces its roots back to George
Orwell’s famous dystopian novel
Nineteen Eighty-Four. In the
book, the government attempts
to quash dissenting opinions
by inventing a new language
called newspeak removing all
shades of meaning from words

off, so I figured I should probably
call Campus Safety – they would
want to know about something
like this, right? They would
come and make everything
better, right?
Between me calling Campus
Safety and the officers showing
up there was a moment of
stillness where none of us knew
what to do.
I began organizing our living
room, picking things up off
the floor, rearranging a chair.
Lauren and Tara rushed around,
opening all the windows and
doors because there were fire
extinguisher fumes all around
and it was not a very pleasant
smell. Brittany took out the
trash.
Then we sat. Still pretty shaky,
we sat silently in our living room
with all our windows and both

smart enough to see through
them. I would contend that
we’re smarter than that. We’re
all adults or very nearly so and
we should be treated as such. If
you’re going to report me from
violating a housing policy, have
the decency to say it and not
hide behind fluffy language. I
don’t think most students would
react that differently because
they were being “documented”
instead of “written up”. As the
old saying goes, sometimes
it’s just better to call a spade a
spade.

Alex
would never do
anything to be “documented”
by his RA, The Anchor is quite
sure of it.

“

You can’t rush something you want to
last forever.
—Anonymous

“

A couple weeks ago, in the
middle of the night, I awoke
to my roommate, Brittany,
standing near my bed halfyelling, “Claire! Fire! Claire!
Fire!”
I immediately went into
panic mode. Thinking that
our entire house was burning
down, I inexplicably grabbed
my dinosaur pillow pet (yes,
apparently the one thing I
would save if my house was
burning down is my stuffed
Dino pal) and Brittany and I ran
down the stairs.
Had I not been in panic
mode I might have realized that
nothing we passed was on fire
and there was no smoke, two
signs that this fire probably was
not very big. But I was in panic
mode, so neither of these things
occured to me.
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Raising awareness of domestic violence
What to do if

Amanda Long

Production Manager

One in four women have experienced domestic violence according to the Center for Disease Control. However, men can also be
victims of domestic violence. Emily Mendez, Hope graduate and
staff member at the Center for Women in Transition (CWIT) here
in Holland, put it well when she said, “Domestic violence doesn’t
discriminate.”
Hope College’s Women’s Issues Organization, or WIO, invited
Mendez to speak about domestic violence, sexual assault, the Center for Women in Transition and bystander skills last Wednesday.
Mendez is a bilingual domestic violence advocate at CWIT.
CWIT is a domsestic violence center that does 24-hour emergency
response, domestic violence case management, legal advocacy, support groups, sexual assault exams, prevention, education and more.
All services are free and confidential.
If you missed the lecture, to the right are some strategies Mendez
recommended for being an active bystander. Bystander intervention is very important. Mendez believes that if you are a bystander
and you don’t say anything, you are perpetuating the violence.
“Our silence is condoning,” Mendez said. “If you don’t say anything, you’re saying it’s OK.”
You can find more information about CWIT and its services at
www.cwitmi.org. CWIT is located at 411 Butternut Drive in Holland.

If you are or think you may be a victim of physical, sexual or emotional abuse, you can call the
CWIT crisis line 24/7 at (800) 848-5991.

Someone you know is in an abusive relationship.
-Listen to them.
-Don’t tell them what to do. You need to be empowering. You could say, “You
sound like you’re not happy. Have you thought about leaving?”
-Provide them with information that affirms that it is not their fault.
-Direct them to resources that can help with support and safety planning, such as
CWIT .
You witness domestic violence.
-Call 911.
-Do not risk your own safety or well-being to intervene or attempt to stop the
violence.
Someone says something that diminishes or encourages domestic violence and sexual assault.
-Give them a silent stare of disapproval.
-Use humor.
-Bring it home. Tell them a personal story or tell them a striking statistic about
domestic violence and/or sexual assault.
-”We’re friends, right?” Confront them as a friend and ask them to change their
behavior because it bothers you.
-Use “I” statements, meaning statements that start with “I” such as “I think” or “I
feel.”

And there is your love

Letter to the editors

Boyu Wang

Hannah Jenuwine

Guest Writer

I have so many silent hopes
All of them teach me a little bit of truth
About how I am a finite traveler
Collecting desires that dampen my existence
They wave back to me from aways
But I only smiled at twinkling glimmers
Of an irrevocably lost path

The Students Reinventing
Michigan
Corporation
is
sponsoring its third annual
competition, in which any
undergraduate
students
in Michigan can submit a
proposal on “How to Eliminate
Childhood Obesity.”
The
four award winners and their
mentors will receive a total of
$24,250 in scholarship awards.
Winners chosen by a bipartisan
team led by Senator Marleau
and Representative Haines will
present their proposals to the
Joint House and Senate Health
Policy Committee in the spring.
I am a junior at Michigan State
University, and participated in
the competition last year with a

friend. Working on our proposal
allowed me to research a specific
policy issue that interested me
and learn about current issues
and policies in our state. It was
a valuable learning experience
that will help me as I pursue
a career in public policy. The
connections I made through
participating in the competition
led to my internship now.
In places like the San
Fernando Valley in California,
schools send “healthy or
unhealthy” letters to parents as
early as preschool. While the
schools can pretend that getting
a letter “shouldn’t be a stigma,”
students are already referring
to them as “fat letters.” This

practice is more likely to lead to
a rise in body image issues and
eating disorders than eliminate
childhood obesity.
Certainly we can find a
way to educate and empower
students to be healthy without
alienating them.
Share your
ideas with Michigan legislators
through participating in the
Students Reinventing Michigan
Competition.
For more information: www.
studentsreinventingmichigan.
com.
Mentioned
article:
http : / / l o s a n g el e s . c b sl o c a l .
com/2013/09/04/schoolssending-fat-letters-to-parentsabout-overweight-children/.
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Volleyball takes down rival Calvin

Kyle Bernaciak

Assistant Sports Editor

On Friday, Oct. 18, in front of
a crowd of over 3,000 fans at the
DeVos Fieldhouse, the volleyball
team handed Calvin College
its first loss of the season. Even
though it took five sets, the
Flying Dutch finally regained
momentum to win the final set
15-7.
Friday night’s game was a

perfect opportunity for Hope to
avenge its defeat to the Knights
earlier in the season. In many
ways, the Sept. 17 loss was
disappointing because the Dutch
were swept in three sets. There
is no doubt that Hope used the
previous loss as a motivator for
Friday’s contest.
“We go into every game
expecting, knowing that we are
going to win,” said middle hitter
Mari Schoolmaster (’14). “It is

Photo by Nick Byma

DUTCH FINISH STRONG— Courtney Earles (’14), left, and

Amy VanderStoep (’15) prepare to block a Calvin hitter. Earles
and VanderStoep were key contributors in Hope’s five-set win.

just a mentality we take going
into each game.”
The first set began completely
in Hope’s favor. The Dutch
came out of the gates with a
tremendous amount of energy,
mostly fueled by the rowdy
home crowd. Courtney Earles
(’14) stepped up early and set the
pace for what the Dutch needed
to overcome their rival. Earles
compiled three kills in the first
set, but that was overshadowed
by her stellar defensive play.
Also, Lauren Hazekamp
(’16) provided perfect assists to
Schoolmaster, Jenna Grasmeyer
(’15) and Anna Lynch (’15). This
was a trend that would continue
as the night went on. The Dutch
won the first set 25-17.
“Since we have seen Calvin
so many times in the past we all
knew what then game plan was,”
Lynch said. “It was just a matter
of coming out and performing to
the best of our ability.”
After
a
confident
performance in the first set,
Hope planned on carrying its
style of play and dominance into
the second set. Unfortunately,
Calvin jumped ahead and took
an early lead. After a crucial kill
by Amy VanderStoep (’15) to
knot the game up at 22 points
apiece, the Dutch had no answer
and ended up falling 25-22.
In the third set, Hope had the
lead late but just could not close
the door. After several defensive
errors, the Dutch bowed to the
Knights 25-22.
The tables turned in the
fourth set, however, when the
Dutch stepped up their defense
and capitalized on multiple

service errors by the Knights.
Earles and Grasmeyer had
game-closing kills to win the set
25-22. Thus, the game would
have to go into five sets.
“Coming into the fifth game
we had a lot of confidence,”
Lynch said. “Up to that point we
were undefeated in the fifth set,
[having beaten] both Wittenberg
and Elmhurst just a week before,
which gave us the confidence
that we needed.”
Hope surely showed guts
and confidence as they rolled
through the fifth set with a 15-7
victory. Midway through the
set, after a kill by Grasmeyer,
the Dutch were up 9-3. This
was the point where there was
no looking back. Hazekamp,
VanderStoep and Schoolmaster
added late kills to finish off
the Knights. The win brought
the Dutch to 24-1 overall and
snapped an eight-match losing
streak to Calvin.
On Saturday, Oct. 19, Hope
traveled to St. Mary’s for another
MIAA match. It only took the
Dutch three games to defeat their
opponent and continue their
tremendous winning streak.
Grasmeyer led the Dutch with
12 kills on the day. In addition,
Earles and Schoolmaster played
fantastic once again as they each
recorded nine kills.
This victory extended Hope’s
win streak to 13 matches.
Also, the win was the 299th of
head coach Becky Schmidt’s
career.
Hope’s (25-1, 12-1 MIAA)
next game takes place tonight,
Oct. 23, against MIAA opponent
Adrian at DeVos at 6:30 p.m.

Swimming kicks off 2013-14 season
Nicole Metzler
Guest Writer

Hope’s men’s and women’s
swimming team kicked off their
season by traveling to Calvin to
compete in the MIAA Relays on
Saturday. Calvin, Kalamazoo,
Albion, Olivet and Alma were all
competing with Hope.
Even though this event was
non-scoring, it let both the
men’s and women’s teams gauge
their performances and make
the necessary changes for the
rest of the season.
The women’s team was not
able to finish first in any event
on Saturday, but they did have
a strong showing in most races.
The first relay of the day was
the women’s 200-yard medley.
Hope’s team of Hannah Larson
(’16), Jorgie Watson (’16),
Lindsay Wiederhold (’16) and
Klare Northuis (’16) finished in
third with a time of 1:54.56.
The women’s 200 backstroke
relay saw Hope finishing in
second behind Calvin. Maria
Kieft (’14), Molly Meyer (’17),
Sarah Bettag (’16) and Northuis
combined for a final time of
1:53.75.
A team of Taryn Gras (’15),

Michelle Hance (’16), Lauren
Girard (’15) and Watson
competed in the 200 breaststroke
relay. The four finished in third
with a time of 2:15.25.
Hope also came in third in
the 200 butterfly relay. Molly
Meyer (’17), Bethany Schmall
(’14), Emily Weber (’16) and
Wiederhold finished at 1:53.59.
A successful second place
happened for the 1500 freestyle
relay. The Hope team finished
at 16:40.43. Payton Hoff (’17),
Wiederhold and Ginny Cotterall
(’16) were the competitors in this
relay, the longest of the meet.
Northuis, Hance, Girard and
Larson took to the pool for the
100 backstroke relay. They came
in second at 53.43.
The 100 freestyle relay team
of Kieft, Cotterall, Mikayla
Freyling (’17) and Weber took
third for Hope. Their final time
was 47.43.
Hope tied Calvin for the
third-place spot in the 200
freestyle relay. Freyling, Larson,
Bettag and Hance went 1:42.91.
“Calvin looked really strong,
as did Kalamazoo, and both will
prove to be strong opponents
this coming season,” Kieft said.
“With the continuation of hard

work we’ve been putting in as a
team, I know we can come back
stronger and faster in the end.”
The men’s team had a
similar situation as their female
counterparts. There were no
first-place finishes, but they still
came in the top three in many of
their events. Dan Sullivan (’17),
Drew Krumm (’14), Christian
Otteman (’17) and Chris
Waechter (’15) finished second
in the men’s 200 backstroke relay.
Their final time was 1:45.42.
The Dutchmen had a thirdplace finish of 1:55.49 in the
200-yard breaststroke relay. Jon
Maat (’17), Jeff Zita (’16), Trevor
Wagoner (’17) and Alex Perkins
(’14) made up the team for this
relay.
At
4:35.35,
Trevor
Billinghurst (’16), Micah Sall
(’16), Sam Gallmeyer (’16) and
Nathan Rommel (’16) took the
runners-up spot convincingly
from third-place Calvin in the
500 freestyle progressive relay.
They finished 15 seconds ahead
of their rivals.
The 200 butterfly relay saw
to a third-place finish for Will
Greenlee (’15), Rommel, Erick
Skaff (’15) and Jake Hunt (’14).
The team clocked in at 1:38.26.

The 100 breaststroke relay
ended with a third-place finish
at 52.34 for Hope’s team of
Perkins, Otteman, Wagoner and
Zita.
Third place was Hope’s in the
100 freestyle relay. Greenlee,
Maat, Hunt and Andrew Larson
(’14) finished with 39.87.
Hope’s 400 medley relay team
of Zita, Waechter, Perkins and
Maat went 3:53.93 and came in
third overall.
“This season we are looking
to improve our performances in
dual meets, and our finishing at
the MIAA championship meet
at the end of the year,” Duncan
MacLean (’16) said. “We finished
third last year.”
Both the men’s and women’s
teams will look forward to
making their first winning finish
at the next meet at Alma College
on Oct. 26 beginning at 1 p.m.
Hope’s first home meet of the
year comes just weeks away on
Nov. 2 against Olivet.
Head coach John Patnott,
who established the Hope
swimming program in 1978, will
look to add to his 31 conference
championships won between
both the men’s and women’s
teams in his time at the helm.
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This Week In Sports
Wednesday
Volleyball

Oct. 23

vs. Adrian at 6:30 p.m.

Saturday
Men’s Soccer

Oct. 26

vs. Adrian at 5 p.m.

Football
vs. Kalamazoo at 7 p.m.

In Brief
FOOTBALL ROLLS OVER
ALMA
The Flying Dutchmen defeated the Scots of Alma College 43-23 on Saturday, Oct.
19 in Alma, Mich. Hope did
not receive the ball much during the game, but that did not
stop the Dutchmen from putting up big scoring numbers.
Even though the Dutchmen compiled an impressive
43 points, they only had 206
total offensive yards. At the
end of the first half, Hope was
leading just 18-17 and knew
it had much more work to do.
Hope exploded in the second half thanks to the supreme
rushing of Shawn Jackson
(’14) and the accurate passing
of Michael Atwell (’14). Also,
Vincent Boddy (’14) and Matt
Kroll (’16) caught passes for the
Dutchmen in the second half.
To seal the game and Hope’s
fifth win, Augie Mata (’16) had
a 92-yard fumble return with
less than two minutes to play.
On Saturday, the Dutchmen
(5-2) take on Kalamazoo College for another MIAA showdown. The game will be played
at 7 p.m. under the lights at
Ray and Sue Smith Stadium.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Football
Cody Lindemulder (’15)
Linebacker
Volleyball
Courtney Earles (’14)
Middle Hitter

MEN’S SOCCER TOPS
ALBION
The men’s soccer team
pounded the Britons of Albion
College on Saturday, Oct. 19 by
a score of 6-3. The Flying Dutchmen equaled the six goals they
had Sept. 12 during a non-league
home match against Grace Bible.
Jason Muller (’14) finished the
night with a hat trick to propel
Hope. Muller has a team-best 11
goals on the season. The Dutchmen also received goals from
David Porte (’16), Logan Sikkenga (’15) and Josh Hagene (’17).
This win was the Dutchmen’s fourth consecutive and
brought them to 11-3-1 overall and 7-2 in the MIAA. Tonight, the Dutchmen look to
continue their four-game winning streak as they travel to
Trine to take on the Thunder
for a game that begins at 4 p.m.
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Hockey splits weekend homestand
Steven Skawski
Guest Writer

Hope vs. Northwood, Oct. 18
(Friday)
Hope administered early
pressure, dominating puck
possession and peppering the
Northwood goaltender with
shots from all angles.
The
onslaught was stymied when
Jamie Haak (’14) was assessed
an undeserved boarding penalty.
With just 24 seconds remaining
on the power play, Northwood
tallied first on a rebound at
6:54 of the first period. The
Timberwolves had woken up.
Hope began to show signs of
frustration when Rob Calvert
(’15) lost his bucket (helmet)
in a scuffle. The Dutchmen
power play went to work,
demonstrating great chemistry.
Despite some terrific passing,
they were unable to convert.
The second period began
and Hope reasserted itself with
some stellar play from the Justin
Glick (’14), Haak, Calvert line,
including a dazzling display
of dekes by Glick and a hard
hit by Calvert that landed a
Timberwolf firmly on his rear.
But Northwood struck again
with a goal at 16:02 on a Hope
turnover, beating goalie Drew
Cook (’14) with a well-placed
shot to extend the visitor’s lead
to 2-0.
Finally, the Dutchmen found
the back of the twine when Eric
Webb (’15) released a hard shot
from the blue line at 11:39 to cut
the deficit in half, 2-1.
Tensions boiled over when
Haak was tackled in a creaseside scramble.
Haak and

teammate/housemate
Glick
each grabbed a partner to tango,
only to be broken up by the
referees. Hope received a power
play when Glick drew a tripping
call at center ice.
On the
ensuing power play, top-scorer
Drew O’Brien (’15) maintained
his goal streak by beating the
Northwood goalie over his glove
with a wicked wrister (wristshot) to knot the score. Just 29
seconds later, linemate Ryan
Restum (’16) poked in a rebound
from a shot by captain Caleb
Digison (’14) to take a 3-2 lead.
Northwood, desperate to stop
the impending barnburner, took
an ill-advised penalty shortly
afterwards. O’Brien cashed in
again with a rebound goal on the
resulting power play, increasing
Hope’s lead to 4-2. Another
Hope power play allowed
Calvert to deftly maneuver to
the center of the ice and tuck it
around the tendy’s (goaltender)
pad. Hope now led 5-2.
Hope was hardly satisfied.
Andrew Dolehanty (’14) and
Brandon Flood (’16) both
tallied for the Dutchmen. The
rattled Northwood squad took
a timeout to mull over Hope’s
seven unanswered goals.
It
didn’t help. A Kaleb Skinner
(’14) shot was deflected high—
just high enough to drop into
the net behind the flailing
Northwood goalie, making it 8-2
in Hope’s favor.
The third period began and
the T-wolves came out skating
hard. But just 2:02 into the
period, Caleb Morgan (’15)
followed up his shot to lift a
rebound into the upper confines
of the net: 9-2 Dutchmen.
Rookie Eric Newman (’17)

Photo by Nick Byma

WORTHY CELEBRATION— The Flying Dutchmen huddle together and celebrate after one of
their 11 goals scored against Northwood on Friday. This was by far the most goals that Hope
scored in any game this season.
found himself on a breakaway
and went bar-south (crossbar
straight down), resulting in
his first goal wearing a Hope
sweater.
Hope
relaxed
visibly,
seemingly awaiting the final
buzzer. An errant pass was
intercepted and ended up in
the Hope net, making it 10-3.
Seconds later, the Dutchmen
took the puck the other way with
Glick setting up Haak for a goal.
The scoreboard read 11-3 at the
final buzzer. Roll Dutch.
Hope vs. Oakland, Oct. 19
(Saturday)
Oakland proved to be a much
more formidable opponent than

Northwood.
From the first
puck-drop, the pace of play was
visibly faster and the Dutchmen
required time to adjust, allowing
an early goal.
The second period began
and Hope continued to struggle
offensively.
Shots were few
and far between, and the
overwhelming majority did
not qualify as prime scoring
chances. Oakland scored again
just before the end of the period,
this time short-handed, deflating
the Dutchmen’s sails and taking
a 2-0 lead.
Hope began the third period
with a power play and things
looked promising. But they
failed to capitalize on their
chances. Oakland scored once

again to take a commanding 3-0
lead with just over 10 minutes
left to play. From that point
on, the Dutchmen lost their
tempers on multiple occasions,
resulting in penalties that
hindered a potential comeback.
As the Dutchmen floundered,
goaltender Cook made save
after outstanding save to keep
the score intact. He finished
the contest with 30 saves on 33
shots.
The team plays two-time
defending national champion
Adrian College next weekend.
Adrian will host the Friday
game, while the Saturday game
will be played in Holland at the
Edge Ice Arena with an 8:10 p.m.
puck-drop.

Men’s golf wins MIAA Championship
Sports Editor

Men’s golf ended their fall
season placing first at MIAA
Jamboree No. 8 on Monday,
Oct. 7. The Flying Dutchmen
scored a total of 313, sliding past
Calvin by just one stroke. Adrian
came in third with 316 strokes,
followed by Trine with 317,
Alma with 324, Kalamazoo with
327 and Albion and Olivet both

scoring 331.
Collin Breit (’15) placed third
with 76 strokes. Ben Lanting
(’15) and Winton Munch (’17)
tied for 10th place overall with
78 strokes. Also scoring for
the Dutchmen were Ben Lewis
(’15) and Evan Telzerow (’15)
with 81 strokes and 83 strokes,
respectively.
“I think a big factor in our
performance is the overall
competition we have within our
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team,” Breit said. “I think we
consistently had seven or eight
guys competing for six spots,
and I think that kept our starters
sharp for the entire season.”
This win for the Dutchmen
closed out the season, and
they clinched the MIAA
Championship title for the 17th
time. The championship was
based on the lowest amount of
cumulative strokes throughout
eight MIAA Jamborees. Hope’s
total was 2435, topping the
second-place Knights by 21
strokes.
The top four finishers in
the MIAA were Hope, Calvin,
Trine and Adrian. These four
are automatic qualifiers to the
NCAA Qualifying Tournament
in the spring. This spring
tournament will consist of three
18-hole rounds.
Munch earned All-MIAA
Honors in being selected the
league’s Most Valuable Player.
He averaged 74.1 strokes
over seven tournaments. His
average was only a half-stroke
better than runner-up James
VanNoord of Calvin.

This is head coach Bob Ebels’
23rd season of coaching the
Flying Dutchmen, capturing the
MIAA Championship 11 of the
last 15 years.
“It has been a good year so
far with these guys. We had
four of our five starters in the
top 12 (one of which was No. 1
in conference) and all five in the
top 15 in the MIAA and I know
there is some room to improve
as well,” Breit said. “I’m excited
to see what the rest of the year
has in store for us. It’s always fun
to see a team meet its potential,
and I’m hoping to see that this
year.”
Hope’s 11th MIAA win in the
past 15 seasons has qualified the
Dutchmen to host the final two
rounds of the NCAA Division
III National Championship
qualifier in the spring. Calvin
will host the first round.
“I think the best Hope has
ever done at nationals is ninth,
maybe four or five years ago,”
Breit said. “With a young team,
I like to think we could be
somewhere around there in the
next few years.”

Men’s Golf
MIAA Championships
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Comic Expression:

A chat with creative writing major Stephanie Emanuele (’15)
about her development as a comic artist and the power of comics today

The Anchor (TA): When did you start drawing comics?
Stephanie Emanuele (SE): The first semester of my sophomore year. I took Dr. Trembley’s graphic novel class and I learned a lot about drawing and the medium. My art has really
improved since then; when I first started, I drew stick figure comics. Practice really helps.
TA: What do you think a comic can provide that a straight written piece may not be able to?
SE: From what I’ve researched about comics, they really have the ability to educate people in a new way. Because of their format, they are more accessible to a wider audience. If
you hand out a 300-page textbook, the majority of people are going to skim it. It’s not the same with textbooks that are graphic novels.
There is also a new genre forming called comics journalism. Journalists or artists will travel overseas and do a journalism story but illustrate it like a graphic novel. It really helps
teach you about things you wouldn’t necessarily get from the news. When pictures are involved, people are more drawn to it. They hold quite a bit of pull.
TA: Who are some of your favorite comic artists?
SE: I really love Jeff Brown. He’s a Hope alumnus and he came and visited last year. I met him, he signed my sketchbook... It was a beautiful moment. He does a lot of memoir work
and he was a huge inspiration for my actual art. His comics are all in black and white and he’s got this biting humor. I also like Alison Bechdel. She writes memoirs too, and in comics
they can be especially potent.

“There’s a new initiative called Artists for Equality,
and that inspired me to do a comic about something
I’m really passionate about. One day I was doodling,
and I drew this girl, and then I got to thinking about
how I drew her. What would you think about her?
If you saw a student walking around, what assumptions would you make? If you’re looking at a woman
or a man and you think they’re a male or a female
so they’re these things, what about everything in
between? When it comes right down to it, gender
shouldn’t mean all the things that it does. It comes
attached with so much baggage. How can we be
united if we still segregate each other off by gender?”

-Stephanie Emanuele

TA: So you really like memoirs. Are you doing a comic memoir of your own? What
else have you been writing?
SE: I write mini memoir comics. There are always funny things happening in my life.
I’ve talked to a couple people about compiling them into a chapbook. Then I have
my Syrian Revolution graphic novel, which I wrote over the summer. It’s a full, actual
book.
TA: Did you have to do a lot of research for that graphic novel?
SE: So much. I had to research Syria, its general history, geography, cuture, language...
then the revolution, school systems, political systems and the countries surrounding
Syria that were involved.

To view more of Stephanie’s work, visit her website at
comicreflection.tumblr.com.
If you’re curious about Artists for Equality, go to
initiativeforequality.org.
If you want to learn more about comics journalism, visit
cartoonmovement.com.
Finally, be sure to go to jefferybrowncomics.com to check
out the latest from Hope alumnus Jeffery Brown.

Features Editor: Lindsay Timmerman

The Typical Fiscal Month of A Self-Proclaimed Shopaholic is one of many mini memoir
comics written and illustrated by junior creative writing major Stephanie Emanuele.
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